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The Spend Agility Company BT Case Study

BT Transforms Procurement

Overview

BT, one of the world’s largest telecommunications companies, 
reached out to Suplari in 2019 to help it re-invent its corporate-
wide procurement strategy. In the middle of a significant market 
transformation fueled by shifts in its traditional fixed and wireless 
network businesses, BT wanted to improve its bottom line 
through reduced spend and greater efficiency. To do this, they 
sought to change how employees in its hundreds of worldwide 
subsidiaries engage with procurement. The goal was not only 
to deploy new tools to improve forecasting, track spend, and 
improve cash flow, but to empower decentralized business 
leaders by giving them always-available access to complete  
procurement data. 

The Solution

Rapid Implementation and Minimal 
Training Required

BT wanted to move quickly with a pilot program that included 
both procurement and business leaders. Suplari connected, 
normalized and categorized PO, spend, and contracts data 
across these 35 systems, going live in 60 days with over 300 
users. Suplari Customer Success focused on data refinement, 
getting data connectors right, and leaving no stone unturned 
while conducting detailed line-level investigation and 
resolution during the initial implementation phase.

The rollout itself happened quickly. Power Users within the 
business units were identified and rapidly came up to speed. 
Pourrat credits the fast rollout with Suplari’s ease of use and 
award-winning UI, “What I like is that there is no need for 
training. You can go just understand it yourself. That’s really 
what I like, and it captured my attention from the start. Easy 
to use, very user friendly. The user interface is very good.“

Pourrat’s team had just completed extensive training, 
which included multiple long sessions, going through 
difficult to use software. BT’s original training requirement 
for Suplari? “One and done,” said Pourrat.

 
Creating Efficiencies Through User Adoption

A year into using Suplari, BT has over 500 Suplari users in 
procurement, sourcing, AP, FP&A, IT finance, sales and account 
management teams. Growing at approximately 10 users a 
week, Pourrat describes how Suplari delivers visibility into 

We chose Suplari because 
everything is super easy.

Cyril Pourrat, CPO, BT Group

The Challenge

Old, Inflexible Tools Weren’t Moving  
The Needle 

BT’s procurement team had been using an inflexible 
home-grown Spend Cube that couldn’t scale or adapt 
to the business’ new needs. Reliant on algorithms long-
before developed internally, incomplete and inaccurate 
data made life difficult. Data was fragmented, siloed, 
unstructured and uncategorized. Cyril Pourrat, BT CPO, 
described the situation, “our data comes from multiple 
ERPs, 35 invoice sources and many more sources of 
supplementary data and information. None of them  
were connected, none of them were obviously on the  
same taxonomy.” 

Teams spent significant time extracting data from these 
disconnected systems, which in turn required extensive 
user training, re-certifications, and had non-intuitive 
UI. Pourrat described the situation. “Manipulating data, 
spending hours looking at excel spreadsheets, pivot tables, 
going in various databases, trying to normalize spend and 
vendors, as well as having a user interface that is very old 
school--these were all very challenging.” 
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data that used to be difficult to obtain, “Prior to Suplari, all 
the procurement data was kept only inside of procurement. 
Now the data is spreading across the wider organization 
into the business units and this is enabling us to be better 
at what we are doing...Suplari enables speed of execution 
and trust in the quality of the data...with Suplari there is now 
complete visibility by both procurement and the business 
units of spend data…Everything is super easy with Suplari.” 

User confidence in Suplari has grown rapidly. This has enabled 
Procurement to further reduce its support costs, and it has 
resulted in business teams taking more ownership of getting 
the data correct in the first place. Users no longer rely on 
backchannels into Procurement to fix their own errors. “The 
great piece about Suplari is that with machine learning, everyone 
owns the quality of the data. So if there is someone telling me 
that something is improperly classified, they can now with 2 or 3 
clicks reclassify the spend. The machine learning then updates 
the spend so it’s corrected. It’s about the speed of execution and 
the quality--every category manager can now classify spend 
appropriately. In several clicks it's done--for me it's about  
speed of execution and the quality of the data.” 

Increased Collaboration Drives the Bottom Line

Empowering teams with Suplari has resulted in those teams 
using it themselves to reduce their spend, without Procurement 
hand-holding. “As soon as you have a tool that is very easy 
to use and understand in terms of value generation, it’s 
interesting to see how many people are interested in the 
information--our sales team, for example, now knows how 
much they’re spending on their accounts,” said Pourrat. “The 
finance team can slice and dice the spend in every dimension...
there’s a huge appetite across the board to understand spend 
data. For a long time, procurement people tended to keep 
spend data close to themselves and avoided sharing it but 
we’ve found the exact opposite, that the more people have 
access to the spend data, the more value we generate.”

Adam Brown is BT’s Senior Transformation 
Officer and Head of BT Garage, and has led the 
effort with Pourrat. Brown says, “We now have 
the ability for everyone out in the business 
to see and view on demand the category 
strategy and see what’s going on. It drives 
collaboration and brings everyone together.”

Brown believes that having the data instantly available on any 
platform--PC or mobile--helps drive the internal conversations. 
“We put three years of data into Suplari from Day 1--contracts, 
PO data, all of our project code mapping, and more. Now I 
can go to the account teams and on my mobile phone point 
out how much spend is supporting their account. We’ve done 
the same thing with risk--when you are there talking to your 
internal customer, you can talk about the risk in the supply 
chain that is directly related to that supplier. If there are any 
issues, we can pre-empt them. This drives confidence.”

Ultimately, the value of collaboration comes from transparency 
and visibility. “Driving transparency really helps,” said 
Brown. “It goes both ways. It enables us to develop 3-5 year 
strategies. Ultimately, this knowledge shared de-risks.”

 
Predictive Insights and Prescriptive  
Solutions Lead the Way 

BT has found that Suplari Insights are automatically generating 
the recommendations it needs to dramatically improve cash flow. 
“The value of Suplari Insights is great. It makes conversations 
with internal partners easy--when they want to see how they 
can reduce costs, they just open Suplari and see the machine 
generated insights--it’s all right there.”

Over 10 BT corporate entities use 
Suplari. Teams include, procurement, 
sourcing, AP, FP&A, IT, finance, sales, 
account management, and more.

The value of Suplari Insights is great. 
It makes conversations with internal 
partners easy--when they want to see 
how they can reduce costs, they just 
open Suplari and see the machine 
generated insights--it’s all right there.

Cyril Pourrat, CPO, BT Group
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For BT, Suplari’s machine learning and AI has driven tremendous 
growth in savings because business unit managers and 
procurement specialists don't have to dig to find or create 
savings. Suplari automatically discovers the opportunities and 
puts them right in front of the user. Unlike typical spend analytics 
platforms, which deliver "insights" in the form of historical 
reporting and dashboards, Suplari takes advantage of leading 
edge AI-driven technology to deliver predictive opportunities 
and prescriptive actions. This enables BT to discover and act on 
a high volume of opportunities that it wouldn’t otherwise have.

BT began its implementation with 12 Insights, including a number 
of custom Insights. Since rollout, Suplari has developed four 
additional Insights for BT, with more to come. Pourrat regularly 
talks about “lots of value coming from machine learning, from AI.”

 
It’s Only the End of the First Year

BT’s procurement team has just completed its first year using 
Suplari as its procurement transformation agent. Already, they 
have altered the corporate landscape by turning the procurement 
paradigm inside-out. Using Suplari as the catalyst, Pourrat and 
Brown launched BT Sourced, a new stand-alone procurement 
company. “As soon as you have a platform like Suplari, you realize 
that you can really move procurement away from being just the 
one managing the spend to really being the business partner of 
the stakeholder. With Suplari it’s interesting to see stakeholders 
understand the value that procurement brings to the table.”

In the same way that consumers are used to internet services 
and apps that are easy to use and require no training, corporate 
knowledge workers now expect that their enterprise software is as 
easy to use. Pourrat credits this with Suplari’s success within BT, 
and plans on accelerating Suplari’s internal adoption rate. “We 
chose Suplari because everything is super easy,” said Pourrat.

Want to Learn More? Contact Your Suplari Account Representative

Cyril Pourrat is the Chief 

Procurement Officer for BT 

Group, where he is transforming 

procurement to deliver long term 

growth value and outstanding 

customer experiences. Prior to 

BT he was CPO at Sprint (US) 

and Saudi Telecom (STC), and 

held senior leadership positions 

at Buyin, and Orange (FR, UK).

Adam Brown is the senior 
transformation officer and 
head of BT Garage, BT’s tech 
incubator for developing 
procurement technologies in 
the UK. Adam is an expert in 
procurement technology and 
leads vital initiatives to digitize 
procurement with best of 
breed leading-edge  
technologies.

For More Information

Watch the Webinar "Leveraging Data and  
innovation to Reinvent Procurement" with  
Cyril Pourrat and Adam Brown

Watch the Webinar "Broadening Procurement's Impact: 
How BT Drives the Bottom Line and Corporate Resiliency" 
with Adam Brown
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